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Introduction

The web, a medium highly visual in nature, is a permanent fixture in many of

our lives, and its ubiquity is a major reason why the visual is becoming the medium
of choice for communication. Kress and Van Leeuwen's social semiotics theory is the

latest in theoretical approaches applied to the analysis of visual communication.

Through the extensive use of visual examples via art, print media and children's
drawings, Kress and Van Leeuwen strongly reinforce the notion that images carry
social constructs with structural, political and cultural implications.
I would like to take social semiotics theory a step further and apply it to the

analysis of six media conglomerate web sites (Bertelsmann, Vivendi Universal,
Viacom, AOLTIme Warner and Disney), an area that remains unexplored and
reaches beyond the usability and navigation issues so often associated with analysis
of web sites. These companies are significant in that they manage to control media

content worldwide. While each company has a web presence, they do not utilize this

new medium in equal measures. Through web site design and mission statements, I
will analyze each company's assumptions, intentions, and goals so as to determine
the visual languages employed in each media groups push towards global
dominance.

First, I will draw from the works of Kress and Van Leeuwen, Halliday, and

Saint-Martin to clarify the theoretical background for social semiotics. This will
include its origins and an explanation as to why it is the most appropriate semiotics
theory to apply in studying the visual language of these media conglomerate web
sites.

Then visual signs and symbols representative of each media company will be

analyzed, compared and contrasted according to a number of criteria (but not limited
to) such as:
Structure

•

Interactive meaning
Composition

Finally, I will conclude with a discussion where the following questions are
answered:

How does each organization's dominance in particular

field(s) dictate the look and feel of the company's website?
What shapes and colors are used to persuade viewers to
accept the values of the organization?

What pictures are used semiotically to persuade viewers to

accept the values of the organization?
How does each organization use the presentation of
information (or the lack thereof) on their web site to share their

guided beliefs and business practices?
Through mass communication, are there similar or
dissimilar elements that each media giant uses within their
websites?

Theoretical Background
What is visual literacy? It is a level of awareness, of knowing that the

meaning of an image is linked implicitly with social context. Images carry semiotic
codes very different from text in their ability to capture and encode societal norms,

expectations and relationships (Saint-Martin 1990).
The social semiotics school was formed based on the work of M.A.K. Halliday

who developed models of language and applied these to text and context analysis
(Lemke 1998). Kress and Van Leeuwen take social semiotics a step further and
apply this theory to the analysis of visual communication where modes of
communication are, "....shaped by the intrinsic characteristics and potential of the

medium and by the requirements, histories and values of societies and their cultures
(Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996).

Why is semiotics useful in analyzing visual communication, considering its
linguistic roots? Visual sign systems operate in much the same way as language sign
systems. According to Kress & Van Leeuwen, "Three parts of traditional linguistics
(semantics, syntactics and pragmatics) have their visual equivalency in content,
composition and medium" (Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996: 30). While traditional
theorists such as Barthes argue that images are not capable of carrying meaning

apart from text, the conceptual image structures cited by Kress and Van Leeuwen

suggest the opposite that "visual means of communication are rational expressions
of cultural meanings" (Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996: 75).

Indeed the potential meaning of images has multiplied in the 21®^ century and
images are no longer limited to replicating the objects they represent (Kress & Van
Leeuwen 1996: 23). Images are becoming more complex signifiers of meaning,
buried in the social, cultural and psychological influences that shape visual
representation.
Methods

My goal is to determine if each of the six media conglomerate websites use
the same visual language semiotically. The visual semiotic analysis of each website
will be based on the following four charts created by Kress & Van Leeuwen in The
grammar of visual design:

Representational structures chart (see Appendix 1)
Analytic image structures chart (see Appendix 2)
Interactive meanings in images chart (see Appendix 3)
Meaning of composition chart (see Appendix 4)
Each of the charts above includes terminology that might be unfamiliar to this

audience, and hence a list of definitions is provided as a quick reference in

Appendix 5. Screen shots of each media website are listed in the Appendices as
follows;

o

Aol / Time Warner http://www.aoltimewarner.com/flash.adD (see Appendix
6)

o

Bertelsmann htto://www.bertelsmann.com/index.cfm?oldBrQWser=0 (see
Appendix 7)

o

Disney http://disnev.Qo.com/corDorate/ (see Appendix 8)

o

Viacom htto://www.viacom.com/ (see Appendix 9)

o

Vivendi Universal http://www.vivendiuniversal.com/vu2/en/ home/home.cfm

(see Appendix 10)
o

News Corporation htto://www.newscorD.com/index2.html (see Appendix 11)

Analysis
The results of the analysis of web sites by the six media conglomerates are
found in Table 1 below. The analysis results, classified according to company name,
are not presented in any particular order.

Table 1

Media MoquI Websites - Chart Comparison

Representational structures
chart

Aol / Time Warner

Bertelsmann

No narrative here, just conceptual emphasis, with
symbolical, suggestive mood

Conceptual, not r
Covert Taxonomy
participants (hen
symmetrically dis

'

Structured, leaning towards abstraction & geometrical
symbolism

Structured, Spati
topological desigi

space, with a hor

Analytic image structures chart

involved are not

way they are inte

Interactive Meanings in images

Contact - demand is made of viewer

Contact - demai

chart

Social distance - impersonal
Attitude - objectivity where knowledge orientation is
in play; they are trying to share openly the
information they think is valuable to site visitors

Social Distance

pictures of peopl(
Attitude - Subj«
power and equali
above signifies a
encouraged to er

The meaning of composition
chart

Framing - Maximum connection; elements are
visually joined thru framing devices and color

Framing - Maxir
visually joined th

similarities

similarities

Information value - centered in triptych, where the
center forms a bridge b/w the given and the new

firmly on the hor

Information va

above it makes a

dictate the look and feel of the

Their seamless presentation reflects the financial
dominance this company has in the field overall,
particularly in communication, media and

company's website?

entertainment

What shapes and colors are used
to persuade viewers to accept
the values of the organization?

Different shades of blue, a penetrating photo with a
man's gaze demanding the viewers attention; the grid
like design of the home page Is indicative or
representative of a company who is in firm control of

How does each organization's
dominance in particular field(s)

How does each organization use
the presentation of information
(or the lack thereof) on their site
to share their guided beliefs &

of publishing and

Traditional deep
seriousness and i

their company. T
also show the coi

their business and good at what they do

- capable of char

The ready availability of information on this site, from
financials to subsidiaries, points to a company who is
pushing openness, fairness and good business
practices (or at least this is the impression they would

They are very sir
their level of ope

business practices?

like to give).

Are there similar or dissimilar

This site is similar to the others in the sense that blue

elements that each media giant

is a popular color, connoting a solid presence. Very
savvy technically.

uses within their websites?

Their site reflects

They use the mo:
the sites. Perhap
traditional brick-;

than lust a fly by

Representational structures
ciiart

Disney

Viacom

Conceptual, symbolic, attributive in the sense that
objects are pointed out by means of gesture and are

Conceptual and analytic
analyze.

associated with symbolic values.
cliart

Unstructured. No spatial organization, no temporal /
time line organization of pictures or information or

Interactive Meanings in
images chart

Contact - no demand, only offer
Social distance - impersonal to the max

Analytic image structures

unstructured

design

Attitude -

subiective, representation power

Ttie meaning of composition

Framing -

minimum connection and minimum

cliart

salience

Contact - no demand,
Social Distance - imp
Attitude - subiective,
Framing - minimum c
Information value -

Information value -

no polarization horizontally or

i

vertically

vertically
How does each

organization's dominance in
particular field(s) dictate

They are so huge that the look and feel of most of
their sites is very impersonal, lacking specificity.

Their dominance in TV c

this website, which look

Leaves one with the im[
operation, lacking sophi

the look and feel of the

company's website?

What shapes and colors are
used to persuade viewers to
accept the values of the

Conservative blue is matched with traditional yellow
associated with Disney. They want to present an ethos
of being very family oriented, clean cut, conservative.

Zero colors are used. V(
Values? What values? T
no work to share its val

Very guarded beliefs and business practices.
Information and affiliated is very limited on this site,
and even after digging for specific information, rarely

Information is presentei
thought into the design

is it located.

visit.

Using the blue that is so popular in other sites. But
overall the design is less than astounding and could do
with an overall. This is a good example of a
corporation that has gotten too big and lost site of

The worst site of the six

organization?

How does each organization
use the presentation of
information (or the lack
thereof) on their site to
share their guided beliefs &

but nevertheless the lac

business practices?
Are there similar or
dissimilar elements that

each media giant uses
within their websites?

No graphics, no new tec
board in charge of the c
80's, having no interact

who their audience is.
Vivendi

Newscorp

Conceptual, ciassificatory, with its different operations
spread evenly horizontally at the bottom of the page

Conceptual, classificatoi
participants are distribu

chart

Structured, topological, some abstraction and
geometrical symbolism representing its hip connection

Structured, spatial, tope
businesses as they pop

Interactive Meanings in

with technology
Contact - no demand, no offer

Contact - no demand,

Representational structures
chart

picture

Analytic image structures

images chart

Social distance -

impersonal

Social Distance - impc

Attitude - subjective, detachment

Attitude - subjective, (

Framing - maximized 1

chart

Framing -minimum connection or framing
Information value - no polarization or emphasis on
horizontal or vertical planes

Information value - h

How does each

The fact that this company is most dominant in the

organization's dominance in
particular field(s) dictate

music field is reflected in the choice of colors and

This company's stronge:
web design does succes

shapes.

this.

Modern colors and modern shapes, demonstrating to
users that this site is hip, technologically savvy, and
knows what is going on.

The colors and design u
orientated company tha
its presentation of its et

Pretty thorough regarding affiliates and related
organizations to the company. Connotes open

and readily available inf

The meaning of composition

the lool( and feel of the
company's website?

What shapes and colors are
used to persuade viewers to
accept the values of the
organization?

How does each organization
use the presentation of
information (or the lack
thereof) on their site to
share their guided beliefs &

Firm but open business

business practices.

business practices?
Are there similar or
dissimilar elements that

Lack of graphics relates this most to the terrible

Uses moving, popping t

Viacom site. Otherwise the hierarchical arrangement

Bertelsmann in their att

each media giant uses

of menu items is pretty similar to the other five

within their websites?

websites.

Discussion

The results of the analysis suggest there are semiotic similarities specific to
each media group's website, as well as semiotic differences. The results also suggest
all the web sites semiotically have one thing in common, which is in their choosing to

present images conceptually (images are represented according to class, structure or
meaning) rather than narratively (images demonstrating unfolding actions or
events). Each site has defining characteristics in terms of color, shapes and imagery
used to communicate a message to viewers.
AOL / Time Warner

How does AOL / Time Warner's dominance in communication, media
and entertainment dictate tlie look and feel of their website? Their seamless

presentation reflects their financial dominance in the communication industry. They

manipulate the interactive meanings of images on the web site, so in this example
Madonna is looking directly at the viewer, placing a demand on the viewer's
attention. The social distance here is personal due to the close up photo and the
main image is at eye level. Rather than seeing a narrative, the site is conceptually
emphasized with a suggestive mood.

What shapes and colors are used to persuade viewers to accept the

values of the organization? The different shades of blue connote financial

responsibility and a level of conservatism. The grid like design of the home page is
indicative of a company who is in firm control of their business and good at what
they do. Elements are framed visually thru color similarities and these framing
devices.

How is the presentation of information on their site sharing their
guided beliefs and business practices? The ready availability of information on
this site, from financials to subsidiaries, points to a company who pushes openness,
fairness and good business practices (or at least this is the impression they would
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like to give). Information is presented in a triptych, where the center forms a bridge
between the given and the new.
Bertelsmann

How does Bertelsmann's dominance in publishing and music dictate
the look and feel of the website? I^usic figures prominently here with a

topological design - musicians as elements that are interconnected, and structurally
and spatially well planned. Rather than presenting a narrative, the site's
representative structure is conceptual where a covert taxonomy is applied, showing
participants symmetrically distributed across the picture, with a horizontal emphasis.
A demand is made of the viewer and the social distance is personal (pictures appear
as close-ups).
What shapes and colors are used to persuade viewers to accept the
values of the organization? Traditional deep blue connotes a level of seriousness
and dedication that is applied to the company. The moving shapes horizontally also

demonstrate that the company is high tech and modern - capable of changing with
the times. Elements are visually joined through framing devices and color
similarities.

How do they use the presentation of information on their site to share
their guided beliefs and business practices? They are very similar to AOL / Time
Warner in their level of openness in knowledge orientation. Information is centered

firmly on the horizontal axis. The blank space above it makes a visual statement.
Disney

How does Disney's dominance in the entertainment industry dictate

the look and feel of their site? They are such a huge corporation that the look and
feel of most of their sites is very impersonal, lacking specificity. Rather than
presenting a narrative via imagery, the representational structure is conceptual,
symbolic, and attributive in the sense that objects are pointed out by means of
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gesture and are associated with symbolic values. The social distance is impersonal
and the only personality introduced on the front page is a Mickey Mouse cartoon,

along side a large Disney building. If anything the attitude of the presentation is one
of authority, a subjective view where the building's architecture represents power
and authority.

What shapes and colors are used to persuade viewers to accept the
values of the organization? Disney uses a conservative, yet cheerful blue matched
with a traditional yellow typically associated with Disney products and logos. The
image they are reinforcing here is one that is very family oriented, clean cut, and
conservative. The Mickey Mouse icon stamp on the right side of the screen serves as
another reminder to the user that they are visiting an official Disney site - Disney is

an all Inclusive corporation, and they feel the need to remind website visitors of this
just in case they forgot!

How do they use the presentation of information on their site to share
their guided beliefs and business practices? The Disney website reflects their
very guarded business practices. Information is not only guarded but must be dug
for in great depth before any information can be accessed on the site. If you are
searching for affiliated Disney companies, do not look here. It is best to do a random

Google search, which will reveal much more information. Can Disney afford to be so
secretive in terms of sharing information with the public? It would seem they can

considering their fiscal strength in the business world, and their cultural domination
in the kiddy world of entertainment.
Viacom

How does Viacom's dominance in publishing and music dictate the
look and feel of the website? Viacom's website does not offer much in terms of

analysis. In fact this site looks as if it was created five or six years ago when
bandwidth was still an issue for internet users. The site can be classified as
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conceptual and analytical in the sense that it is no-nonsense In Its approach of
serving information at its most basic level. But In terms of Viacom's dominance in
any field, it simply Is not reflected In their website. They appear to be lacking a level
of sophistication that their other competitors have aced.
What shapes and colors are used to persuade viewers to accept the

values of the organization? Blue and white are the primary colors here, and this
conservative blue appears to be part of a trend in media conglomerate web site
colors. Are values observable from this home page? No, nor are any organization

goals or values to be found within the entire website. The website appears to be
more of an after thought, and hints at the possibility that the Viacom Board of
Directors are part of the brlcl<-and-mortar establishment that have dominated the
economy the past 100 years.

How do they use the presentation of information on their site to share

their guided beliefs and business practices? This site Is the worst of the six

media conglomerate sites In terms of information design. Graphics are not utilized,
nor is any type of new technology applied or taken advantage of to spruce up
Viacom's image.
Vivendi - Universal

How does Vivendi Universal's dominance in publishing and music
dictate the look and feel of the website? Vivendi Universal's site is conceptual

and classiflcatory in its design, and their different operations are spread evenly over
the lower horizon of the front page. The overall presentation of information and
design reflects VIvendi's presence In the music industry, as both communicate a very

hip, modern feeling. A structured, topologicai analytic Image structure is present,
with some abstraction and geometric symbolism present via front page shapes.
What shapes and colors are used to persuade viewers to accept the
values of the organization? Modern colors (lime green, yellow) and modern
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shapes (the rounded box) demonstrate to users that this site is hip, technologically
savvy and knows what is going on.

How do they use the presentation of information on their site to share

their guided beliefs and business practices? Their website reflects very
thoroughly their company affiliates and is very open in terms of business practices.
They are the complete antithesis of Disney in the sense that they wear their business
details on their sleeves, and readily present information to users online. The
hierarchical arrangement of their menu items is very similar to the other media
conglomerate websites.

News Corporation

How does News Corp's dominance in publishing and music dictate the
look and feel of the website? News Corporation's strongest area is broadcasting,

and the web design successfully manages to demonstrate this. The representational

structure is conceptual and classificatory, with affiliates of the company distributed
hierarchically across the front page.

What shapes and colors are used to persuade viewers to accept the

values of the organization? The colors and design used signify a very business
oriented company who is both serious and thorough in their presentation of values
and work ethic to users. The conservative blue color is found here, as in the other

media conglomerate websites, and the structured, topographical arrangement of
businesses reflects a deep level of organization and forethought in the planning of
this web site.

How do they use the presentation of information on their site to share

their guided beliefs and business practices? The business practices this

company propounds appear to be firm and open, based on the design and readily
available information on their site. The moving graphics demonstrate a level of
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sophistication and planning in their design, reflecting a sense of concern in how they

present Information to users.
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Conclusion

Interpretation of visual languages is by its very nature subjective, and an

image can carry multiple messages dependent upon the nature of the visually
interpreting culture. Just as Kress and Van Leeuwen suggest that, "...social
interactions and social relations can be encoded in images so that we are instructed

silently regarding a set of implicit norms", the results suggest It is possible to

partially decode pictorial structures (Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996: 153).
The most Interesting observation of the above results points to the complete

absence of any narrative representational structures. None of the six websites
studied carry a narrative story element, similar to the narrative one might see in a

photograph or movie. The visual language used In these sites is completely limited to
conceptual representational structures. Kress and Van Leeuwen suggest the move to
abstract representation results from, ''higher education [which] in our society is an
education in detachment, abstraction and decontextualization and against

naturalism; this results in an attitude which looks for a deeper truth behind

appearances" (Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996: 175). A distinctive shift to modern design
did occur in 1927 where the notion of visual imagery traveled, "from the dominance

of nature and perception to the dominance of signification and the conceptual" (Kress
&Van Leeuwen 2000: 200).

While each of the six media conglomerate websites speaks In the same visual

language In terms of colors used and presentation of Information design, clearly the
level of priority and planning that went into the web design Is not equal among
companies. Each web page (both knowingly and unknowingly) reflects values,
business practices, priorities and areas of expertise among the media companies.

The Interesting aspect of this analysis lies in the fact that some of these
companies have adopted a level of sophistication and technological application, have

in effect become very media savvy in their manipulation of the new medium of the
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web, while other media corporations have failed to pickup on this medium's

potential. While Disney is a major player in the arena of entertainment, they have
yet to incorporate a level of personal awareness that could make the company even
more successful. Although AOL/ Time Warner's stock values have plummeted, the

level of sophistication in their web design reflects a sort of "we are not going

anywhere" attitude and we will utilize the latest in technology to become even
better. Viacom might be a major player within the publishing field, but for how long
considering their negligence in utilizing the web medium as a tool for shaping and

developing their company presence online? Vivendi Universal demonstrates a

certainty of knowing where the source of their bread and butter are, as their design
reflects a hipness and modern feeling so necessary for their dominance in the music
field.

Analyzing the information design and visual semiotic language of these sites
is invaluable, because it enables one to poke and prod at the underlying assumptions
and pillars of these media corporations.
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Appendix 1 - Representational Chart

Narrative

Representational
structures

Single leveled
Covert taxonomy
Multi leveled

-Classficatoty

Overt taxonomy
Conceptual

"Ar^alytjcal
~

Attributive

_ Symbolical
St^ggestive
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Appendix 2 - Analytical Images Structure Chart

Table 2 - Analytic image structures chart

^or^otned^

TncluRivft Compounded

process

Spatia^- Accuracy

4

Topographical

Temporal
(time line)
Analytical

, -Conductivity

Dimensional

Topological

- Quantitative

Stiucturec
Abstraction

•iConductivity
Cofttiected -<

Exhaustive "•

Typ« of

Disettgaged

Concrete

Oeomethcal

Abstrac^^

Circle

83nnbolism

bar

L

structures

Unstiuctuted
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Appendix 3 - Representational Chart

demand

— Contact

offer
Interactive

meanings

-

Social (distance

Intimate / personal
— Social

Impersonal

^ Attitude

~

Subjectivity

Involvement
Detachment

r

Viewer Power

Equabty
Representation power

Objectivity

~

Action orientation

Knowledge orientation
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Appendix 4 -Meaning of Composition Chart
Table 4 - The meaning of composition
r

r- Circular

Triptych
Centered

1^ Cetjter-nwrgin
r

^

InfomaUonValue

•

Mediator-poldrized elements

Pot&med

—

— Given-New

^ No horizontal polarization

Topogr^hical

— Ideal vs. real

<

No vertical polarization
Maiiinum salience
Salience

%
^

Mtnamum salience
Manmum disconnection

Framing

%
Maximum connection
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Representationalstructures

Narrative - vectorial patterns
where participants are

Unstructured analytical

connected by a vector and they

participants is Interpreted as the
set of parts of a whole which
itself is not represented

are represented as doing
something to or for each other.

Conceptual - represent
participants in terms of their
class, structure or meaning

Classificatory - relate
participants to each other in
terms of a 'kind of relation, a

taxonomy; subordinate and
superordinate roles are assigned
to participants

Analytical - relate participants
in terms of a part-whole

Covert taxonomy - a set of
participants is distributed
symmetrically across the picture
space, at equal distance from
each other, equal in size, and

Attributive - objects with one
or more of the following: they
are made salient in the

representation, they are pointed
out by means of gesture, look
out of place, or are
conventionally associated with
symbolic values

Social - medium shot

Impersonal - long shot
Involvement - frontal angle
Detachment - oblique angle

Temporal analytical process
- a set of participants
('Possessive Attributes') is
ordered linearly on a (horizontal
or vertical) time line and
interpreted as the set of
successive stages of a
temporally unfolding process

Viewer power - high angle
Equality - eye level angle
Represented participant
power - low angle
Objectivity - tend to be

Exhaustive analytical process
- a participant ('Carrier') is
depicted as made up of a
number of parts ('Possessive
Attributes') and the structure is
interpreted as showing all the
parts from which the whole is
made up. ,
Dimensional topographical
accuracy - the Carrier and the
Possessive Attributes of an

analytical process are drawn to
Suggestive - detail is
deemphasized and atmosphere
or mood is at play

shot

orientated towards the vertical
and horizontal axes in the same
way

structure

Symbolical - about what a
participant means or is

Offer - absence of gaze at the
viewer

Intimate / personal - close

Narrative patterns represent

either unfolding actions and
events, processes of change or
transitory spatial arrangements

Demand - gaze at the viewer

process - an unordered set of

scale

Quantitatively topographical
accuracy - the size of the
Possessive Attributes in an

analytical process accurately

scientific and technical visuals

(i.e. diagrams, maps, charts)

represents the number or some
other quantitative attribute of
the Possessive Attributes

the f
of oti
tonal

defin

Topological accuracy - the
Carrier and the Possessive

Disc

Attributes of an analytical
process are not drawn to scale,
but the way they are

whici

sepa
throL

accurately

fram
betw

Abstraction - the participants

shap

interconnected Is drawn

disco

in an analytical process may be
concrete

Com
whicI

jolne
throL
devic
throL
simili

shap

Appendix 6 - Aol / Time Warner website

AOL TI me Warner

corporate ittformation
corporate citizenship
comparties
international
investors

Madonna, A
features

News

> Through Five Days of May Sweep, The WB Continues to Be
Television's Growth Story for Season

> America Online, Microsoft and Yahoo! Join Forces Against Spam
y AOL Time Warner to Sell 50% Stake In Comedy Central
> Time WarnerCable Launches Answers On Demand(SM)

Investors

AOL Time Warner has reported it
2003 results.

> Read the earnings press releas
*

Read the business outlook rele

> Click here for the webcast, pre
materials and updated Trendin

Site Map : Shop & Subscribe • Calendar of Events
Customer Support ; Company Websites ; Legal and
Caution Concerning Forward-Looking Statements
acLTm-is V/amsr '•002. ^11 naht? reserved.

Appendix 7 - Bertelsmann website

BERT

Jose Jose:

,, E! Principe de la
H Cancion

Hews: 'L.A. Times Book Prize' For Random
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Appendix 8 - Disney Corporate website
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Appendix 9 - Viacom website
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Appendix 10 - Vivendi Universal website
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Appendix 11 - News Corporation website
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